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Seismic wave modeling – Efispec  
Spectral elements 

>  Simulations in the FWI (Guadeloupe) 
>  Size of the domainà40 km x 30 km x 30 km 
–  1D vs 3D structures 

–  De Martin et.al  - BSSA 2009 



 
 

 

Seismic wave modeling – Gefdyn 
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>  Simulations in the French Riviera  (Nice, France) 
>  Size of the domainà30 km x 23 km x 10 km 
–  Energy dissipation (28%) 

–  Dupros et.al  - Parallel  Computing  2010 

Finite elements 



 
 

 

>  Niigatta-Chuetsu event (Mw 6.6) – July 2007 
>  Size of the domainà110 km x 120 km x 30 km 
–  Two sources models and three 3D structures 

–  Aochi et.al - Pure and Applied Geophysics 2011 

Seismic wave modeling – Ondes3D 
Finite-Differences 



Finite-Differences  Method 

 
 

 

-  4th order in space and 2nd order in time 
-  Standard staggered grid 



Finite-Differences  Method 

 
 

 



Memory affinity 

 
 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
0 0 8.97 8.20 18.67 1.14 8.74 7.43 18.73 

1 8.01 0 18.87 8.24 9.26 0.04 18.39 7.92 

2 7.62 18.96 0.62 8.43 9.07 18.91 0 7.88 

3 19.12 9.10 9.56 0 20.88 9.06 8.62 0.38 

4 0 9.14 8.21 18.85 1.37 9.04 7.55 18.53 

5 9.09 0 20.12 9.45 10.47 1.60 19.61 8.89 

6 7.65 19.33 0.17 8.64 8.43 19.35 0 8.46 

7 19.67 9.78 9.34 0.75 20.70 9.50 9.13 0 

 
> Architecture with 4 NUMA nodes 
–  NUMA Penalty ≈ 10% for one HT link 
–  NUMA Penalty ≈ 20% for two HT link 



Peak Performance 
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> Performance of finite differences application 
– Similar to level 1 blas (30% of peak performance) 
– Ratio between number of flops and number of memory accesses 
ð memory bound application 

–  Multicore architecture (limitation of the memory bandwidth ) 
–  Increase of the cost of each cache miss(NUMA) 
 

 

K.Yelick (2006) 



–  Load imbalance with 16 processors (jumpshot) 

–  Green rectangles illustrate waiting times. 

Load Balancing 
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Context 

> Architecture 
•  Idrouille  (LIG platform) 

– 32 cores 
–  Intel Nehalem - 8 cores 2.3  Ghz – 24 Mb L3 cache  

•  Jade GENCI-CINES platform  
– 23 040 cores with 30Gb per node 
– Infiniband Network 
–  Intel Nehalem  - 4 cores 2.8 Ghz – 8 Mo L3 cache 



Context 

> Test Cases 
•  Idrouille  platform (~14 Go) 

– 56 millions of grid points 
– GNU_OMP_AFFINITY 

 
 

•  Jade platform (~70% of available RAM) 
– Weak scaling à size of the initial domain - 174 millions of  grid points 
– Strong scaling à size of the initial domain - 360 millions of grid points 

 



Implementation (MPI) 



Idrouille (pure MPI) 

Without absorbing conditions 
 

# cores Speedup Imbalance(%) 

2 1.00 0.8 

4 2.01 (2) 0.77 

8 3.99 (4) 1 

16 7.76 (8) 6.8 

32  13.77 (16) 8.5 



Idrouille (pure MPI) 

With absorbing conditions 
 

# cores Speedup Imbalance(%) 

2 1.00 3 

4 2.15 (2) 0.8 

8 4.1 (4) 11 

16 7.4 (8) 19 

32  14 (16) 27 



Jade Platform (pure MPI) 

Weak scaling 

# cores Speedup Imbalance(%) 

8 1.00 9.8 

16 1.12 14.1 

64 1.17 16.7 

128 1.32 21.4 

256 1.01 45.0 



Jade Platform (pure MPI) 

Strong scaling 

# cores Speedup Imbalance(%) 

16 1.00 6.6 

64 3.59 (4) 21.5 

128 6.07 (8) 31.8 

256 13.29 (16) 39.2 

512 20.77 (32) 47.3 

1024 47.68 (64) 53.0 



Implementation (OpenMP Parallel For) 

# Pragma omp parallel default (shared) 
 private (…) 
 private (…) numthreads (numth) 

 
 
#Pragma omp for schedule (runtime) 

 For i=1.. 
  For j=1 … 
   For k=1…. 
    
   Compute Velocity (…) 



Implementation (OpenMP  tasks)  

 

# Pragma omp parallel default (shared) 
 private (…) 
 private (…) numthreads (numth) 

 
#Pragma omp single 

 For i=1.. 
#Pragma omp task untied 

  For j=1 … 
   For k=1…. 
    
   Compute Velocity (…) 

 
#Pragma omp task wait 



Idrouille  (OpenMP without PML) 

–  Difference of  ~16% on 32 cores (gomp task/gomp parfor) 
–  Difference of  ~11% on 32 cores (komp task / komp parfor) 



Idrouille  (OpenMP with PML) 

–  Maximum gain with OpenMP tasking  à 39% 
–  Best results with explicit tasks (similar results with gomp and komp) 
–  Similar results between one or three levels of task (6 00 or 216 M tasks)  



Idrouille  (OpenMP with PML) 

–  Best results with OpenMP tparallel tasks 
–  Stiff slope for libkomp-parfor  (worst elapsed time with limited  #cores) 
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Conclusion (1/2) 

>  Real improvement coming from OpenMP tasking 

 
>  Efficiency of the implicit tasking model provides by libkomp   
 
 
>  Similar results between libkomp and libgomp when explicit tasks are created 
 
 
>  Further investigations are required 
•  Comparison with dynamic standard Parallel For OpenMP approach 
•  Comparison with nested parallelism based on libKomp 

 

 



Conclusion (2/2) 

> Collaboration with UFRGS and LIG 
•  Task-based parallelism and irregular spacetime decomposition 
•  Impact of NUMA  
•  Parallel I/O performance for seismic applications 
•  Load Balancing and parallel efficiency with AMPI 

 

> Collaboration with INRIA Runtime 
•  StarPU and Ondes3D application 

 

>  Mobility scheduled between July and December  at UFRGS 

 



General remarks (1/2) 

> PDE solvers are essentially based on  
•  Flat algorithm (FDM, FEM, DGM, etc..) 
•  Homogeneous computing domain (except for instance multizone simulation) 

 
 

> Current trends for parallel machines  
•  More Hierarchy and Heterogeneity (CPU+ GPU/MIC or whatever) 
 
 

> Advanced middleware   
•  Devoted to harness  current architectures  
•  Promote task-based parallelism and asynchronous mode 

 
 



General remarks (2/2) 

> Q1/ Is there a way (an apportunity) to explore numerical 
methods much  more efficient (and probably much more 
complex and irregular) that could be much suitable to the 
current trends for parallel architectures ? 

•  Related to WP2 
•  Kind of co-desing between the architecture and the numerical approaches 
•  Exemple of domain decomposition approaches and parallel clusters and 

metacomputing few decades ago. 
•  For instance AMR, DDM, spacetime decomposition … 
 
 



General remarks (2/2) 

 

> Q2 / Are advanced middleware really suitable to solve 
standard PDEs based on regular grid-based method ? 

 
• Most outstanding results with those middleware relies on problems with 
complex workflow (linear algebra) 
• Most high-end applications are based on flat MPI model or CUDA with  
    exploitation of data-parallelism (corresponding to the PDE….) 

 
 



 
 
 
 

Thanks for your attention 
 
 


